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A. Complete the following sentences with the given words.(4)

Polemics - pandemic- eulogy- megalomania- biometry- philanthropist- agnostic- atrophy-Pelagic-
cryptic- physiology -eccentric- oligarchy- thalassic- diaphanous- hypercritical- cosmopolitan-
anonymous- sympathy

1. Demanding changes in the script were examples of the star's

2. His lifelong collaborator delivered a graveside............

3. He was anla ... but his notebook revealed a kind of religious attitude to the universe.

4. Nobody guessed that such a rare disease would become....

5. Some people carefully cultivate habits to set themselves apart from others.

6. His knowledge of French,Italian, and Spanish made him genuinely .........

7. His comments taxed her powers of comprehension.

8. The body parts which are no longer required gradually

9. Before long, the dispute degenerated into fierce

10. He was a sarcastic and ................... man.

11.I received ......... ..... phone calls warning me not to go to the police about what f'd seen.
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13.Individual variations in and metabolism must be an important factor.

L4. I have absolutely no............... for students who get caught cheating in exams.

I"5.In Britain the big cities were notoriously in the hands of the of Iocal businessmen.

L6.Sheportrayedherselfas alan.............,eagertohelpoldfriendsdownontheirluck

B. Match the words in Column A with their respective meaning in Column B.(5)

Column A Column B

( ) 1. homogeneous

( ) 2. misorynist

( ) 3.apathy

( ) 4. tautolory

( ) 5. idiosyncrasy

( ) 6. voracious

( ) 7. amorphous

( ) f. isodynamic

( ) 9. apodous

( ) 10. prognosticate

having only rudimentary feet ,a

personal trait .b

stolid indifference .c

uniform and analogous .d

having no determined shape or
structure

repetition .f

anti-feminist .g

h. insatiable

hatred of marriage .h

foresee, foretell .i

sharp, biting j

of equal force, value, or efficacy .k
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C. Analyze the following words into morphemes and write the meaning of each component then

translate the word into Farsi. (5)

1. omniscient

2. genealogy

3.calligraphy

4.logomachy

5. iconoclast

6. nescient

7. polytheist

8. heliotropism

9. aphonia

10. chiropody
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D. write the antonvm of underlined words in the following sentences.(2)

1. Older people can quickly become dispirited and depressed by ehronic illness.

Z.Ihate that plastic smile of hers.

3. There's always been a certain amount of violent antipathy between the two doctons.

4. Whenever the global economy is doing well, car makers immediately start work on a range of cars
for the plutocrats.

E. write the meaning of underlined morphemes in the following words.(2)

1. petrolory 5. thaumafurge

2. autodidact 6. microry

3. glhnocentric 7. glossitis

4.misog4sa 8. biblioplg

F. What are the possibie X'arsi translations for affixes in the following examples?(2)

1. Defrost, dethrone

2. Outclass, outlive

3. Hemisphere, semicircle

4. Psycholory, physiology

5. Archduke, archbishop

6. Monarchy, anarchy

7. Lengthwise, cloclcwise

8. Certify, simpli$

Good Luck
R. Razavi
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